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Abstract Nascent sex chromosomes offer a unique
opportunity to investigate the evolutionary fate of genes
recently trapped in non-recombining segments. A housekeeping gene (MED15) was recently shown to lie on the
nascent sex-chromosomes of the European tree frog (Hyla
arborea), with different alleles fixed on the X and the Y
chromosomes. Here we document a polymorphism (glutamine deletion) in the X copy of the gene, and use population surveys and experimental crosses to test whether this
polymorphism is neutral or maintained by sex-antagonistic
selection. Tadpoles from parents of known genotypes
revealed significant discrepancies from Mendelian inheritance, suggesting possible sex-antagonistic effects under
laboratory conditions. Quantitatively, however, these
effects did not meet the conditions for polymorphism
maintenance. Furthermore, field estimates of female
genotypic frequencies did not differ from Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium and allelic frequencies on the X chromosome
did not differ between sexes. In conclusion, although sexantagonistic effects cannot be excluded given the laboratory conditions, the X-linked polymorphism under study
appears neutral in the wild. Alternatively, sex-antagonistic
selection might still account for the fixation of a malespecific allele on the Y chromosome.
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Introduction
Sex chromosome evolution often involves the progressive
differentiation of a non-recombining segment in the heterogametic sex (e.g. the XY male in mammals, the WZ
female in birds). The absence of recombination can preserve epistatic interactions with sex-specific effects, which
may occur either because sex determination depends on
several genes [in which case recombination would produce
intersex individuals with lowered fecundity; (Charlesworth
1991, 2002; Haldane 1922; Nei 1969)], or because sex
differentiation involves genes with sex-antagonistic effects
[in which case recombination would induce segregation
loads (Rice 1987)].
The absence of recombination has strong consequences
for the genes that happen to be trapped in the differential
segment. Such genes might acquire a sex-specific sub- or
neo-functionalization, with different alleles being expressed and selected for in the heterogametic sex. Alternatively, being kept in a state of permanent heterozygosity,
such genes might accumulate deleterious mutations with
sufficiently small effects under the combined effect of
enhanced drift, background selection and selective sweeps
(Charlesworth and Charlesworth 2000; Steinemann and
Steinemann 2005). Several genes trapped in the recent
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Y-specific region of medaka fish have already become nonfunctional (Nanda et al. 2002). This progressive decay is
responsible for the drastic alterations observed in ancient Y
chromosomes, which have lost most of their functional
genes except for a few ones with sex-specific effects. The
human Y chromosome, for instance, only retains about one
hundred functional genes, many of which are expressed
only in testes.
Fully-fledged sex chromosomes are well documented,
but, except for a few recently investigated cases (e.g.
Bachtrog 2004; Charlesworth 2004; Filatov et al. 2000;
Kondo et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2004; McAllister and
Charlesworth 1999; Peichel et al. 2004), we know little
about young sex chromosomes, which have the potential to
provide important insights into the evolutionary fate of
genes recently trapped in non-recombining regions. Does
the Y copy rapidly decay under the accumulation of deleterious mutations, or does it develop new, male-specific
functions in relation to sex determination or sex
differentiation?
A key cofactor (MED15) from the Mediator transcription complex was recently shown to lie on the nonrecombining segment of the nascent sex chromosomes of
the European tree frog Hyla arborea (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Niculita-Hirzel et al. 2008). Screening populations from
Western Switzerland with the Ha5-22 primers (Arens et al.
2000) showed allele 230 to be fixed on the proto-X, while
allele 236 was fixed on the proto-Y (Berset-Brändli et al.
2006; 2007). Sequencing both alleles allowed identifying
three frame-preserving indels (eight amino acids in total)
within the central glutamine-rich (poly-Q) region, with no
sign of decay in the Y copy. A c-DNA analysis further
showed both alleles to be expressed during male embryonic
development (Niculita-Hirzel et al. 2008).
Changes in glutamine chain lengths have often been
assigned functional consequences on various genes (e.g.
Buchanan et al. 2004; Gerber et al. 1994; Hancock et al.
2001; Shimohata et al. 2000). Glutamine chains presumably act as polar zippers, forming hydrogen bonds with
complementary polar chains (Perutz et al. 1994). Changes
in repeat numbers have the potential to change affinities
with specific complementary proteins or induce affinities
for other regulatory proteins (Perutz et al. 1994). The sexlinked polymorphism documented in H. arborea might
thus affect the conformation of the Mediator transcription
complex, representing the first steps towards the acquisition of male-specific function. However, glutamine
repeats are also known to undergo high rates of slippage
and rapid evolution (Mularoni et al. 2007), so that these
sex differences might actually result from an ancestral
neutral polymorphism, with alleles 230 and 236 fixed by
chance on the proto X and proto Y when recombination
stopped.
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Here we document a MED15 polymorphism on Hyla X
chromosomes in populations from eastern France, where a
new Ha5-22 allele (227) was found to segregate with allele
230. Cloning and sequencing showed that allele 227 differs
from allele 230 by one glutamine deletion (see Results).
Given the possible functional significance of glutamine
polymorphisms, the question arises whether this polymorphism is neutral, or maintained by balancing selection.
Balanced polymorphism could be maintained through a
heterozygote advantage in females. Alternatively, polymorphism may arise from sex-antagonistic effects, if the X
allele 227 is favored in males but disfavored in females, or
vice versa (Rice 1984). Theory predicts that sexually
antagonistic loci are more likely to remain polymorphic on
the sex chromosomes (Rice 1984; Rice and Chippindale
2001), and empirical work indeed suggests that polymorphic sexually antagonistic traits are often located on the X
chromosome in Drosophila (Rice and Chippindale 2001;
Gibson et al. 2002).
To address this question, we first tested whether allele
frequencies on the X chromosome differed between adult
males and females (as expected in case of sex-antagonistic
effect on fitness), and whether genotype frequencies in
adult females differed from Hardy–Weinberg (HW) equilibrium (as expected under heterozygote advantage). We
then performed within-population crosses between adults
with different genotypes, and compared the fitness of offspring differing in their MED15 genotypes.

Methods
Adult tree frogs were collected during the breeding season
(late April to late May) from two populations in the
Grésivaudan Region (eastern France): Cheylas (5°590 4800 E,
45°220 5300 N) in 2007 and 2008, and Laissaud, (6°30 5100 E,
45°280 1800 N) in 2008. Buccal cells were sampled with
sterile cotton swabs (Broquet et al. 2007; Pidancier et al.
2003), dried with Silicagel, and frozen dry (-80°C) to be
subsequently genotyped for Ha5-22 according to BersetBrändli et al. (2007). Mating pairs were formed randomly
without prior information on adult genotypes, and settled in
plastic tanks (17.5 9 33 9 18.5 cm) filled with pond water
and aquatic plants. Clutches obtained within 24 h were
collected and carried to the laboratory. After hatching,
tadpoles were maintained at 22.5°C in tanks with water
oxygenated by air pumps, a 12:12 h light–dark cycle, and
fed daily ad libitum with spinach. A set of fully grown
tadpoles (Gosner stage 30–36; Gosner 1960) from 44 pairs
chosen according to parental genotypes (see Results) were
genotyped for Ha5-22 (tail tips). To estimate whether
selection on specific genotypes occurs during larval life, we
calculated discrepancies from Mendelian expectations as:
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OIJ  EIJ
;
EIJ

Table 2 Allelic frequencies of Ha5-22 X-linked allele 227 per sex
and per population. Sample sizes (number of X-chromosomal copies)
and significance for Chi2 tests are given (NS = non significant)

where OIJ is the observed frequency of genotype IJ, and EIJ
the frequency expected from parental genotypes.
A subset of tadpoles that died before metamorphosis
was stored in ethanol for genetic analyses, to be used to test
for possible genotypic effects on survival. After metamorphosis (stage 46; Gosner 1960), an additional subset of
froglets was genotyped (buccal swabs), and their body
condition measured as the residuals of a log–log regression
of wet mass (lnM) on body length (lnL). Genetic effects
(G) on condition were tested (main effect plus interaction
with body length) with an ANCOVA (lnM - lnL ?
G ? lnL * G), using for G either genotype as a factor, or
number of 227 copies as a covariate. Statistical analyses
were performed using R 2.6.1 (R development Core Team
2007).
The published forward and reverse Ha5-22 primers
(Arens et al. 2000) delimit a ca. 250 bp region of genomic
DNA. PCR-products were cloned with the pGEMeasy
cloning kit (Promega) using the protocol described in Stöck
et al. (2008). Twelve clones each from three individuals
were sequenced in both directions (one female 227/227,
one female 227/230, and one male 227/236). Clones were
aligned with the program Sequencher 4.7, and contigs of
each allele were screened for singletons considered to
result from PCR error.

Results
Altogether 245 adult males and 86 adult females were
sampled. Genotypes frequencies per year and per populations are provided in Table 1. Allele 236 was fixed on the
Y chromosome in both populations (n = 245 copies of Y
chromosomes). Allele 227 segregated with allele 230 on
Table 1 Ha5-22 genotype frequencies per year and per population.
For females, expected values assuming Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium
are provided in brackets, and significance for Chi2 tests are given
(NS = non significant)
Cheylas 2007 Cheylas 2008 Laissaud
2008

Total

$ 227/227

0.00 (0.10)

0.02 (0.05)

0.17 (0.15) 0.05 (0.08)

$ 227/230

0.58 (0.43)

0.39 (0.35)

0.55 (0.47) 0.46 (0.39)

$ 230/230

0.42 (0.47)

0.59 (0.60)

0.28 (0.38) 0.49 (0.53)

n = 19

n = 49

n = 18

n = 86

2.94 NS

1.10 NS

0.76 NS

2.71 NS

# 227/236 0.36

0.23

0.35

0.27

# 230/236 0.64

0.77

0.65

0.73

n = 158

n = 65

n= 245

Chi2

n = 22
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Cheylas

Laissaud

Both populations

#

0.244 (n = 180)

0.350 (n = 65)

0.273 (n = 245)

$

0.235 (n = 136)

0.440 (n = 36)

0.279 (n = 172)

Chi2

0.04 NS

0.80 NS

0.02 NS

the X chromosome at an average frequency q = 0.276
(n = 417 copies of the X chromosomes). Frequencies
differed between sites in 2008 (Chi2 = 9.85, P \ 0.005),
being higher in Laissaud (q = 0.386) than in Cheylas
(q = 0.223), but did not differ between years in Cheylas
(Chi2 = 2.35, P [ 0.1). Average frequency of allele 227
did not differ between males and females (Table 2).
Female genotype frequencies displayed a slight but nonsignificant excess of heterozygotes (40 observed vs. 33.72
expected, n = 86 females, Chi2 = 2.70, P = 0.1).
We analyzed 1,136 offspring (summed over years and
populations, and including both tadpoles and froglets) from
44 families, classified in three groups according to parental
Ha5-22 genotypes (Table 3). The first group (A) comprised
11 families with 227/230 mothers and 227/236 fathers. The
474 offspring genotyped from these families displayed a
significant deficit of females 227/227 and 227/230, compared to expected Mendelian frequencies of 25% for each
of the genotypes (Chi2 = 6.22, P \ 0.05), resulting in a
slightly male-biased sex-ratio (56%). The second group
(B) comprised 11 families with 227/230 mothers and
230/236 fathers. The 192 offspring genotyped displayed a
significant deficit in 227/230 females (Chi2 = 9.54,
P \ 0.01), also resulting in a slightly male biased sex-ratio
(56%). Finally, the third set (C), used as control, comprised
22 families with 230/230 mothers and 230/236 fathers. The
470 offspring analyzed displayed an even sex ratio (49%)
with no significant departure from Mendelian frequencies
(Chi2 = 0.08, NS). Combining these results confirms that
numbers differed from Mendelian expectations (Chi2 =
11.04, P \ 0.01; Table 3), mostly due to a deficit in
227/227 and 227/230 females, and a slight excess of
227/236 males. Unfortunately, we could not obtain offspring from 227/227 females, because such genotypes are
very scarce and pairs were crossed in the field without prior
information about their genotypes.
Following Rice (1984), a mutation (227) beneficial to
the heterogametic sex but detrimental to the homogametic
2hT
sex can spread provided S [ 1hT
, where S = D227/236 is
the fitness advantage of 227/236 males, T = -D227/227 the
fitness reduction of homozygous 227/227 females, and
hT = -D227/230 that of heterozygous (227/230) females.
From our data (Table 3), these parameters amount to
S = 0.13, T = 0.13 and hT = 0.18, so that conditions for a
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Table 3 Genotype frequencies among offspring from (A) 11 families with 227/230 mothers and 227/236 fathers, (B) 11 families with 227/230
mothers and a 230/236 fathers, and (C) 22 families with 230/230 mothers and 230/236 fathers
A
$ 227/230 9 # 227/236

B
$ 227/230 9 # 230/236

C
$ 230/230 9 # 230/236

Total

$ 227/227

0.22 (0.25)

–

–

0.09 (0.11)

$ 227/230

0.22 (0.25)

0.15 (0.25)

–

0.12 (0.15)

$ 230/230
# 227/236

–
0.28 (0.25)

0.29 (0.25)
0.30 (0.25)

0.51 (0.5)
–

0.26 (0.25)
0.17 (0.14)

# 230/236

0.28 (0.25)

0.26 (0.25)

0.49 (0.5)

0.36 (0.35)

n = 476

n = 192

n = 470

n = 1136

6.22*

9.54**

0.08 NS

11.04**

Chi2

2

Expected values assuming Mendelian segregation are provided in brackets. Significance for Chi tests are given [NS non significant; * Significant
(P \ 0.05); ** Highly significant (P \ 0.01)]

spread of allele 227 are not fulfilled. The strong counterselection in females should quickly eliminate allele 227 if
such values were to apply under natural settings.
The genotypes of 46 tadpoles from the A group that died
before metamorphosis did not differ from random regarding their Ha5-22 complement (Chi2 = 0.26, NS). In addition, the body condition of 46 froglets from this same
group, measured from the ANCOVA of ln(wet mass)
against ln(body length), was not affected by their Ha5-22
genotype. Wet mass was largely explained by length
(r2 = 0.88), but genotype affected neither the intercept nor
the slope of the regression.
Sequence data fully confirmed the genotyping results.
All sequenced clones of allele 227 (representing four allelic
copies stemming from two females and one male) were
identical in their 5-22forw/rev regions, and differed from
allele 230 by only one CAA (glutamine) deletion within the
polyQ central region of the protein.

Discussion
Laboratory data provided somewhat conflicting results. On
the one hand, genotypic frequencies within families differed significantly from Mendelian proportions. This discrepancy might stem either from meiotic drive, or, given
that tadpoles were genotyped at a late stage (Gosner stage
30–36; Gosner 1960), more likely from genotypic differences in mortality during embryonic development (many
clutches contained some eggs that failed to develop;
E. Luquet and S. Plenet, personal observation). Accordingly, sex ratios were female-biased in offspring from
227/230 mothers (but not from the control 230/230 mothers), due to a deficit in 227/227 and 227/230 genotypes. At
a first glance, therefore, patterns of early mortality seem
consistent with a balanced selection stemming from sexantagonistic effects of allele 227, positive in males, and
negative in females.

On the other hand, however, no such genotypic effects
could be detected later in development, either on tadpole
survival or on froglet body condition. Furthermore, quantitative estimates of genotypic excesses or deficits did not
fit the range of fitness differentials required for polymorphism maintenance [Eq. 3–5 in Rice (1984)]. Given estimated values, allele 227 should be quickly eliminated from
populations, being strongly counter-selected in females.
Assuming a role for female preference would not help,
and actually further reinforce selective pressure against
227, since females from male-heterogametic systems are
expected to prefer mates carrying alleles beneficial to
daughters (Albert and Otto 2005).
Field data also argue against a role for sex-antagonistic
selection. Female genotypes did not depart significantly
from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, and therefore do not
support expectations of heterozygote-driven balancing
selection. Similarly, the frequency of allele 227 did not
differ between adult males and females, which is inconsistent with expectations from sex-antagonistic effects
(Eq. 4 in Rice 1984). In both cases, significant deviations
from HWE would be expected, if similar effects as those
documented in the laboratory were also found under field
conditions. To detect weaker selection, dataset for adults
larger than ours (245 males, 86 females) would have been
required to provide enough statistical power. Similarly,
larger sample sizes in the family dataset (especially from
families with 227/230 mothers and 230/236 fathers,
Table 3) might have increased our power to estimate possible selective pressures on allele 227.
Early-mortality effects suggest some genotype-environment interactions. Laboratory rearing conditions differed from natural settings. Temperature, for instance,
which is known to interact with embryonic development,
was markedly higher than normally in the field. Fluctuation
of environmental conditions within or across seasons at
natural breeding sites might influence these interactions,
and cause rapid re-establishment of HWE for Ha5-22
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genotypes. This might also explain our failure to detect
signatures of selection. We cannot exclude, therefore, the
possibility that allele 227 is counter-selected in females
under conditions outside the natural range of this study (a
point which might be clarified by additional experiments).
However, our present results clearly do not support a role
for sex-antagonistic selection in maintaining this X-linked
polymorphism, which seems therefore neutral under current field conditions. The data suggest that the single glutamine deletion in the Ha5-22 allele 227 is insufficient to
induce any functional changes that cause fitness differences
as compared to X-chromosomal allele 230. MED15 could
just happen to be trapped in the non-recombining segment
of the nascent sex chromosomes in H. arborea without
having a sex-specific function. In this case, neutral transmission of different X and Y-linked alleles would be
expected.
Alternatively, sex-antagonistic effects might still
account for the fixation of different alleles on the X and Y
chromosomes. Whether allele 236 (found here to be fixed
on the Y, but absent from the X, and differing from allele
230 by six base pair indels) has male-beneficial effects on
fitness, remains also an open question, which might be
similarly tested, provided relevant polymorphism on the Y
chromosome can be found.
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